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Introduction

It has been known for long time that transport infrastructure and its lise has an extensive
negative impact on the environment. This is especially the case with road transport. Roadorientated policies have in many countries led to decline in more sustainable transport like
biking, walking and train transport. Transport infrastructure and transport have very diverse
impact on the environment. The impacts range from local (noise, ambient air pollution, visual
impacts) to regional (ozone formation, acidification) and global scale (greenhouse etfects)
(Dom 1999). The cities are in many cases spread out and people often have to travel between
their homes to work and for service. Use and ownership of private cars is often high in
modern cities in the western countries. Reykjavik City, Iceland, with around 100 thousand
inhabitants, had 52 thousand private cars in 1997 (Reykjavikurborg 1999a) but the number for
Reykjavik area at the whole is much higher for. Number of cars in Iceland has been increasing
rapidly for the last years and it has increased for around 40% in the period from 1994 to 2000
according to the news in the Icelandic national television. Increased trafik caIls for more and
bett er roads but the roads can have both negative and positive impacts. Olle of the roads that
are planned to construct is named Sundabraut and following is a study on the environmental
impacts from the road.

1.1 Motivations for the construction of Sundabraut
The population in Reykjavik area has been increasing for the last years and will still increase
in the future. Reykjavik area has been growing constantly at the same time and will keep on
growing with the population. The biggest growth is believed to take place in the north and
south part of the Reykjavik area (see Figure 1 and Figure 2) (Vegager5in &
Borgarverkffre5ingurinn i Reykjavik 1998).
The Grafarvogur area (number 10 in Figure 2) is growing fast now and it is expected that it
will double or triple in numbers of inhabitants until 2050, when the population in Reykjavik
area is expected to reach its peak. There are around 15 thousand people living there today
(Hagstofan 1999, Borgarskipulag Reykjavikur 1997). Areas industry in Grafarvogur area are
today only 20% percent of what it is expected to be (Vegager5in & Borgarverkfrre5ingurinn i
Reykjavik 1998). This built-up will unavoidable lead to increase in trafik in the area.
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Figure l: The expected growth of inhabitants and industry housing in Reylqavik area.
(Source: Vegageroin & Borgarverkfrceoingurinn i Reylqavik 1998)

Figure 2: Map ofReylqavikarea.
Some of the plaGes mentioned in this paper are marked
in with numbers.. Sundabraut is supposed to cross Kleppsvik creek that is number 2
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The road connection for Grafarvogur area is today through two roads, Gullinbru Bridge,
where the main trafik is, and Vikurvegur that is 2.4 km east of Gullinbru Bridge (number 4
and 14 in Figure 2). The traffic on Gullinbru Bridge is today around 25 thousand cars per 24
hours (VST 1998a). The Gullinbru Bridge was broadened in 1999 because the traffic had
reached its limit and it was causing traffic problems. The broadening have solved the traffic
problem hut only temporary because of the built-up in the area (Borgarverkfheoingurinn i
Reykjavik & Vegageroin 1997). The traffic is expected to increase to 34 thousand cars in
2002 and in 2018 it is expected to be app. 36 thousand cars/24 hours. The traffic on the bridge
will increase in the future due to an increased settlement in the area (VST 1998a).

Sundabraut road (hereafter called Sundabraut) is supposed to connect the Grafarvogur area to
the central area (west area), decrease the traffic load from Gullinbru Bridge and make new
settlements in Geldinganes (number 5 in Figure 2) and other places in Grafarvogur area more
realistic where the existing roads do not have enough traffic capability. The building of
Sundabraut is expected to decrease the traffic on Gullinbru from 34-35 thousand cars to 31
thousand every 24 hours. If the construction of Sundabraut is delayed the traffic across
Gullinbru will increase hut not very much because the increase arter 2008 is in relation with
new settlement that is thought to be unrealistic without new road connection to the area where
the capacity of the existing roads is not big enough (VST 1998a).

1.2 Description of Sundabraut
The idea is that Sundabraut will cross Kleppsvik Creek with four lanes on land fillings and
bridge (Figure 3). There are mainly two routes that have been examined, Option 1 and Option
3. There is also Option 2 that does exist hut that option is not in consideration anymore due to
difficulties in traffic planning and negative effects on the Sundahöfn harbour (number 2 in
Figure 2). The names Option 1 and Option 3 are used in the discussion about the road in
Reykjavik so the same names will be used hereafter. Option l is eloger to the opening of the
creek, outside of Sundahöfn harbour that is important for good transport. This means that the
bridge have to be high so it will not affect the harbour. Option 3 is eloger to the bottom of the
creek. It is outside of harbour for small crafts and also outside of pier that serves industry in
the area. The ideas for Option 3 ineludes that bigger part of the road will be made of land
filling than the other option. There have also been some ideas about a tunnel under Kleppsvik
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Creek that would start in similar place on Grafarvogur side as Option 1 and Option 3 but the
other end would be in Srebraut, eloser to the city centre then the other options. The fourth
option is then to not build Sundabraut, hereafter called Option O. Option 1 is in the Master
plan for Reykjavik city 1996-2016 but Option 3 is not.

Figure
part of
picture.
the lejt

3: Overview picture of Sundabraut. The focus in this paper is mainiy on the flrst
the road, over Kleppsvik Creek, where Option l and Option 3 are marked in the
Notice that the picture does not face the same way as Figure 2, north is towar d
side instead of upward

There are also different variations on both Option 1 and Option 3. There are two variations of
the bridge in Option 1, one is "normal" bridge and the other is so called "sail bridge. There
are more variants of the bridge in Option 3, four with 170 meters long bridge and the rest
made of landfill. The difference between these variants is the road line on the east side. Two
of these variants are with tunnel through Geldinganes cape (blue part above Option 3 in
Figure 3). The third variant is with the road line through Geldinganes cape but not in tunnel.
The fourth variant is with the road on landfills out of Geldinganes cape. The fifth variant is
with longer bridge or 680 meters and less landfill.
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The aim of the study

The goal of this paper is to do an environmental impact assessment study on the Sundabraut
project. The factors that are taken into consideration are biological factors, air pollution, CO2
emission, lise of materials and the effects on the infrastructure of Reykjavik area and for
future planning. These factors will be used to compare the different options mentioned above.

2
2.1

Impacts of Sundabraut
Ecology of the area

The biological factors that have to been taken into considerationbefore starting on the
construction are several. Littorailife on a rocky beach, the life in and on mudflats, benthic life
and the salmon in Elliöaar River are the most sensitive factors in the case of Sundabraut.

2.1.1 Birds and mudflats
Mudflats are made of fine sediments and can be found on low tide in baJs and creeks that are
not very open to the sea. Mudflats are usually very rich of life, both in the mild and on it.
They are also imp-ortantfeeding area for birds. There are mudflats in Grafarvogur baJ that are
one of the most important places for migrating hirds in the Reykjavik area, especially for
water birds. These mudflats are also a common feeding place for some water hirds all year
around. The hirds in the baJ were counted total 107 times in the years 1980 and 1981 in
relation with the construction of Gullinbru Bridge. In some days in this period there where
around 1000 and up to 2000 hirds counted there. The most common water bird species are
Oystercatcher, Golden Plover, Black-tailed Godwit, Redsank, Purple Sandpiper and Dunlin
(Garöarsson & Nielsen 1989). The most common ducks species in the baJ are Mallard,
Wigeon and Teal that are there over the winter and Eider that lise the baJ for upbringing of
the young and lise the area for the whole year. There are also some species of Mews that are
found in the baJ and the most common is Black-headed Gull. The hirds were counted again in
1997 and the results ITomthat counting shows that the area is still very important for the hirds
in Reykjavik area and the number of individuals of some species (Knot, Purple Sandpiper and
Dunlin) have increased from 1981. Only one ofthese species has increased in other places in
Reykjavik area in the same time (Knot). It is likely that the reason for these changes is
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increase in food supply for the hirds in the baJ, most likely because of increase in number of
invertebrates in the mudflats (VST 1998a).

Little research has been done on the mudflats in baJ Grafarvogur. It is however known that
there is lot of life in it. Students in the biology faculty at the University of Iceland did some
researches there in 1991 where the results showed density of 486,000 animals per square
meter in the mild (VST 1998a).

The mudflat in Grafarvogur baJ is not an unaffected area. Changes that have already occurred
in there are following (VST 1998a):
l. Long time changes in vegetation and changes in the catchment area (deforestation, streetand drain construction). Changes in vegetation in the catchment area have probably
changed the amount of organic matters in the mudflat
2. Changes in the coastline of Reykjavik because ofland filling
3. Land filling in '~llioavogur" and "Gufunesvik" that are eloge hut there were mudflats in
both places that had a lot of life. It is possible that these land fillings have led to more
transfer of sediment to Grafarvogur
4. Changes in the currents in Grafarvogur because of land filling in connection with
"Gullinbnl" bridge in 1984 that means that the opening of the baJ is narrowed for around
90%
In addition to this is sewage that is going untreated ITom the settlements in north of
Grafarvogur to the sea in Kleppsvik Creek, out of Grafarvogur baJ. In the south and west of
Grafarvogur baJ are some industrial areas where some untreated waste goes out with the
sewage system to the sea. This sewage means an increase of organic matter as weIl as other
pollution in the water that goes into the baJ. This area is supposed to be connected to the
sewage treatment network of Reykjavik in the year 2002 (Reykjavikurborg 1999b). The
stormwater ITomsurrounding area is also led untreated out to the sea with the pollution ITom
the streets like solvents, oil and asphalt. There is also some leakage ITomthe sanitary landfill
in Gufunes hut what it is and its amount is unknown.

Mudflats are very sensitive for pollution and when it is polluted it can take very long time for
it to recover. The materials in the mudflats are very fine sediments and there is little
Paf(e 9
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weathering there. Therefore it takes a long time for the pollutants to disappear once it is
polluted (Umhverfisraouneytio 1997).

Birds, other than water birds and ducks in Grafarvogur bar, are mainly Mews in Kleppsvik
Creek (Jön E. Jönsson personal information). The Mews are in Kleppsvik Creek where the
sewage comes out. These Mews will probably disappear when Grafarvogur area will be
connected to the sewage treatment as have happened in other places along the coastline of
Reykjavik.

2.1.2 Benthic life
No research has been done on the benthic life in Kleppsvik Creek so far. The benthic in
shallow water is not as rich of life as is in mudtlats and in rocky beach. Because of low
number of individuals and clustered distribution it would be necessary to have many samples
from the area to be able to compare it with later samples to see if some changes have
occurred, otherwise the uncertainty of the results would be to much. These researches are both
very time consuming and costly. Some observation should however been done to get some
idea how the benthic life is and if it is something that should be looked better at.

2.1.3 The salmon in Elliöaar River
Ellioaar River rons into Ellioavogur bar that is in the inside of Kleppsvik Creek (Figure 2).
The river is inside of the Reykjavik settlement and is popular by anglers because of its
salmon. A belt on both side of the river, Ellioaardalur, is Natural Conservation Registered and
is very popular for public use and the biggest area of that kind within Reykjavik City. The
river and its surroundings are often called "the pearl of Reykjavik". There is a dam with the
outlet of Lake Ellioavatn, where the river has its out-spring, that was built in 1924-1928 and a
power plant from 1921 with another dam is in the middle of the river. From 1960 the power
plant have only been used in the winter to minimise the effects for the salmon
(Reykjavikurborg 1999c). The prevention of the area and the salmon is therefore in high
priority for both the people in Reykjavik and the municipality.
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The number of salmon in Elliöaar River have been decreasing since 1995, going down to 442
caught salmons in the summer 1999 (Guöbergsson 1998, SVFR 1999) witch is the lowest
number since 1907. The average catch per year in the period 1974 to 1999 is 1284

salmons/year.The highest caught ITom1907 was 2276 salmonsin 1974 (Reykjavikurborg
1999c, Guöbergsson 1998). The reasons for this decline can be many. The closeness of the
inhabited area is causing some stress for the river. Stormwater from the water catchment area
of the river is led out to the river without any treatment and causing some pollution, especially
when it is thaw and snow melting after long cold periods in the winter. Some solvents and
chemicals are spilled down to the stormwater system and people are using chemicals in
gardening in the area. Salt ITom de-icing and asphalt are also going to the river with the
stormwater. Natural causes for increasing stress for the salmon can also been found. The river
comes ITomLake Elliöavatn that is very productive. There is a rich life of diatoms in the lake
and it causes high pH in the water, so high that in some cages the water in the river can reach
the upper limit of pH tolerance for the salmon (Reykjavikurborg 1999c). A new species of
diatom, Didymosphenia geminata (Lyngb.) M. Smith, were found in the river in 1994 and a
year later it had spread up to Lake Elliöavatn. This species have changed the bortom of the
river and the vegetation has changed a lot, even if there seems to be no changes in diatom
species radio because of this species (Björnsson 1998). The effects, if any, because of this
new species to the salmon are unknown hut it is thought to be possible that it can change the
food ability for the paffS (salmons offspring) and effects for the spawning areas are unknown.
In the year 1995 furnuculosis, a bacterial infection, where found in salmon in the river. This
disease is unknown in Icelandic fish so to stop further spreading of it all salmons in large part
of the river where killed in 1995 as well as the living salmon in the river in the spring 1996
(fish ITomthe year before). No nursed paffs where released to the river in 1996 and 1997
because of the same reason hut salmon from the nursed paffS have only been few in the total
salmon catch so far (Antonsson 1998).
The outlet of Elliöaar River comes out in Kleppsvik Creek (Figure 2). This area was mudflat
until 1966 when it was filled up with land fillings. Light industry and harbours are surround
Kleppsvik Creek, where Elliöaar River comes out. There is some pollution that comes ITom
this area as said before and in the spring 1999 where lot of discussion in the Icelandic media
about it and the effects from it for the salmon. The exact amount, extend or the type of the
pollution has however not been measured yet (Reykjavikurborg 1999c).
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Adult salmon spawns in freshwater in the autumn, in October and November. Lot of energy
goes in the development of the sex organs over the summer and after the spawning the salmon
is very weak and only few salmons live to go back to the sea. The fish eggs hatch in the spring
and the paffS live in the freshwater for the next 2-6 years. When the paffS have reached the
right size (9-18 cm) they undergo physical changes and in the spring they go to the sea, often
in group. They stay in the sea in 1-3 years and when it is mature it migrates in the spring to
the same river as it grew up in and spawns there in the autumn (Antonsson 1998).

The paff-migration usually starts in the second half of May each year. The time of maximum
migration is however fluctuating, the difference could be up to Ollemonth. The migration has
been measured until July but it usually finish in the middle of June (Antonsson 1998). The
adult salmon migrates from the sea to Ellioaar River from middle of June and most of it has
reached the river in middle of August but there is still some migration until middle of
September (Antonsson & Guoj6nsson 1998). The size of the breeding stock of the salmon in
Ellioaar River in the years 1962-1995 has been between 600 and 4600 salmons (Antonsson
1998) so the natural fluctuations are high. The salmon in Ellioaar River is usually 3 years in
the river and Olle in the sea (Antonsson 1998). There is also trout in Ellioaar River that
migrates to the river from middle of July until middle of September (Antonsson &
Guoj6nsson 1998) but there is unfortunately very little data available about il.
It seems that the salmon stock in Ellioaar River is very weak now, whatever the main reason
for it is. Because of that it is important to be careful in the construction of Sundabraut if it will
be built. The behaviour of the salmon, both adult and parrs, when it migrates to and from
Ellioaar River is unknown, which way it goes and how long time it stays in the water inbetween for the physical changes it needs to undergo to be able to go between freshwater and
seawater. It is not known if land fillings will affects the migration in some way but salmon
have been coughed in fishing ilets both in Grafarvogur bay and eloge to Viöey island (number
1 and 8 in Figure 2).

2.1.4

Vegetation

There is only small area with unspoiled vegetation that might be affected by the construction
of Sundabraut. This area is Cape GufuneshöfOi(see chapter 1.2) on the east side ofK1eppsvik
Creek and the road in Option 3 goes through that area. There are no data available at the
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moment for the vegetation there hut as far as known there is no big difference between that
area and others similar in eloge areas and no rear species that grows there. This is however not
known for sure without doing an observation on the vegetation. The road on the east side of
Kleppsvik Creek in Option 1 goes through an old sanitary landfill so there is no natural
vegetation. The west side of Kleppsvik Creek is without any natural vegetation.

2.1.5 Non-biological factors
Non-biological factors (physical factors) that could change and affect the life in the area are
for example changes in the currents, movements of sediments, salinityand heat of the sea.
These factors have not been examined yet except that the sea-currents in Kleppsvik Creek
where modelled for the current situation hut the effects of Sundabraut were not modelled
(Verldfreoistofan Vatnaskil 1997). It is possible that there will be some changes in the sea
currents inside of the bridge, especially if Option 3 will be chosen. There is more landfill in
Option 3 than in Option 1 and it tightens the creek, especially the variation with 170 meters
long bridge instead of 860 meters. Narrowing like this is likely to influence the movements of
sediments and change natural habitats inside the bridge. In the cage of Grafarvogur bar this
would mean double narrowing that could affect the sediments and the mudflat.

2.1.6 Summation of above
The building of Gullinbru Bridge and narrowing of 90% because of landfill have already
affected the mudflats in Grafarvogur. There are no known changes because of that hut
changes in the composition of the sediments might have occurred because of the tightening.
The mudflat is very sensitive for pollution and if it is polluted it will be affected for long time.
The hirds in Grafarvogur bar are depended upon the mudflat and if the mudflat changes it is
very likely that the same will happen to the birds. The Mews in Kleppsvik Creek will
probably disappear when the sewage will not come out there anymore. The salmon stock in
Ellioaar River seems to be very weak at the moment and some extra stress for it could have
some serious consequences and, in worst cage, lead to collapse of the stock. The salmon is
most vulnerable for the constructions when it is migrating, that is from the second half of May
until middle of September. To minimise the effects on the salmon stock the time of
construction should be limited to the non-migration period that is from the middle of
September until middle of May. The constructions should begin as late in the autumn and stop
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as early in the spring as possible to prevent any effects on the salmon, especially if the stock is
still very small. The behaviour of the migrating salmon in Kleppsvik Creek is also not known
and neither the effect from narrowing the creek with landfills. There is a need to observe the
vegetation in Gufuneshöföi. Effects of Sundabraut, both Option l and III, on the currents in
Kleppsvik Creek should be modelled and the movements of sediments should be estimated.
Changes in other physical factors like heat and salinity depends on changes in the currents.

2.2

Nature Conservation Registered Areas

There are three areas that are nature conservation registered that can be effected by
Sundabraut (Source: Natturuvemdarrao 1996).
1. Cape Gufuneshöföi; "rock-ribbed cape with glacier-relics and steep coast. Ideal area for
outdoor living, good view".
2. Mudflat in Grafarvogur Bay (number Ollein Figure 2); "olle of the most important places
for migrating birds, especially water birds, in Reykjavik area".
3. Elliöaardalur; "Water catchment area [of Elliöaär River, number 12 in Figure 2], from
Lake Elliöavatn to the sea. Big diversity in the nature, ideal area for outdoor living in the
urban area"

2.3

Material use in the construction

The materials in the construction of Sundabraut that are taken into consideration are the land
filling materials (gravel, rocks), concrete and steel for the bridges and asphalt. The volume of
filling materials is calculated on the basis of data ITomLinuhönnun Consulting Engineers Ltd.
The same thing is done to find the volume of concrete and the mass of steel used in the
bridges, except for the "Sail Bridge" where calculations ITom Germany were used. The
amount of materials needed for the construction of Sundabraut can be seen in table 1.
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Table 1.- The amount of materials (in tonnes) needed for the construction of Sundabraut
given different options and variations on each option. All materials for landjill have been
pur together

a
Land filling
Concrete
Steel
Asphalt

b

Option III
c

Option I
d

e

1.633.724 1.028.073 2.198.684 1.521.174 1.204.226
9.418
9.418
9.418
9.418
42.950
493
493
493
493
2.092
5.073
5.319
4.625
5.535
4.540

f
183.064
111.925
6.981
5.820

g
183.064
63.281
11 .354
4.379

variations a-d are with 170m bridge but variation e is with 68Om long bridge. a: road in canal through
GufuneshöfOi Cape. b: tunnels through GufuneshöfOi Cape. c: road on landfills out of GufunhöfOi Cape. d:
tunnels through GufuneshöfOi Cape. e: road on landfills out of GufunehöfOi Cape. f: "normal bridge".. g: "sail
bridge"

There is a big different in material use between Option 1 and Option 3 as can be seen ftom the
table. Big part of the road in Option 3 is made oflandfill as can be seen in chapter 1.2.

2.4

Traffic

Trafik forecast has been made for the years 2008 and 2027 (Borgarverkftreöingurinn i
Reykjavik 1998). The trafik on Sundabraut is expected to be around 18 thousand cars/day in

2008 and 40 thousand in 2027 (Borgarverkffreöingurinn
i Reykjavik 1998, Vegageröin&
Borgarverkffreöingurinn i Reykjavik 1998). To estimate the traffic on Sundabraut the years
where the numbers are missing line is drawn between these two points. The bridge is
supposed to be opened in 2003 and given that the traffic that year will be the reduction on
Gullinbru Bridge, it will be around 4 thousand cars. The same method is used for the period
ftom 2003 until2008 (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Estimated traffic in numbers of cars per 24 hours on Sundabraut until 2027

Reykjavik area has been split up in three zones to estimate how the trafik will develop in the
future (Figure 5). These zones are north, south and west (Borgarverkfrreoingurinni Reykjavik
1998, Vegageroin & Borgarverkfrreoingurinn i Reykjavik 1998). It is believed that 85-90% of
the infrastructure has already been built in the west part. The south part has 2/3 of inhabitants
that it is planned for in the future. The area has however less than 50% of planned for
industry. In the northem area these numbers are 30% for the inhabitants and 20% for the
industry (see Figure 1) (Borgarverkfrreoingurinni Reykjavik 1998).
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Figure 5: The zones used in the traffic forecast The circles shows the biggest shopping
and service areas; 1: the old centre 2: Kringlan, shopping mall 3: Smilrinn, growing
shopping area and shopping mall is going to be builtthere

The development of transport within and between these areas have been calculated and can
been seen in Figure 6. In 1997 approximately thousand more cars where going between north
and west zone per 24 hours than between the N-S (46 and 45 thousand). The trafIic is
expected to be the same between N-W and N-S in 2009, 59 thousand cars. In 2027 the
difference is however bigger, 86 thousand cars are expected to go between the north and south
zone hut 75 thousand between the north and west zone. This is equal to 53,4 percent of the
cars going between the north zone and other zones will go to the south part but 46,6 percent to
the west part. The distribution of where people work in Reykjavik area is not equal to the
number of inhabitants in each area. The west part, where 41% of the inhabitants live, is the
area where most of the people works, or 64%. This is equal to 22.500 more people are
working there than ifit is equally distributed (nes Planners 1999).
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Figure 6: Predicted trajfic within and between zones in the Reykjavik area. (Source:
BorgarverkfradJingurinn i Reykjavik 1998, p5)

An inquire done in the fifteenth of June 1998 showed that 33 thousand cars were going to and
from the Grafarvogur area. Around 67% of these cars were crossing the Gullinbru Bridge or
22.7 thousand (VST 1998b). Ofthese cars 65% where going towards the west area (counted
in three hours in the morning) but the data does not show if all the cars were going to the west
area or if some where going to the south area because the route is the same in the beginning.
A telephone survey was also done at the same time and people living in Grafarvogur were
asked to which part of the Reykjavik area they had been travelling to the same morning. The
result from that survey showed that 53% where going to the west part, 12% to the south part
and 32% where travelling within the north part (VST 1998b). These numbers show however
only the traffic in three hours in the morning of one day and only the traffic from
Grafarvogur. The predicted numbers for trafik development mentioned above (see Figure 6)
will be used as the direction of the traffic.

People where asked in the same inquire to witch district they where going to that morning
(VST 1998b). The results can be seen in Table 2 and Figure 7. It can be conjectured from
Figure 7 that Option l serves best people travelling between Grafarvogur area (G in picture)
and district B, C and partly D. This is between 13 and 23% of the traffic that morning.
District A can also be partly included but that traffic has to go through the old centre that only
allows limited traffic. Option 3 serves the traffic between Grafarvogur area and districts A,E,
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F, partly D and the south zone. This is between 42 and 52% of the trafik this morning. These
numbers are however limited and it does not show the trafik for the rest of the day as said
earlier. This can however give SOfieidea of the destination of people going to the west zone
from Grafarvogur area.

Table 2: The destinations ofpeople drivingfrom Grafarvogur area between 7 and 10 in
the morningofJune 15th 1998. People that answered where 885 (source: VST 1998b).
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Unknown destination
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Figure 7: The destinations ofpeople drivingfrom Grafarvogur area between 7 and 10 in
the morning of June 15th 1998. People that answered where 885 (source: VST 1998). The
rings stand for the point s used for distance calculations. 1 =BorgarholtsskO/i, 2=Smarinn
and 3=Laugarvegur v. Hlemm. Source: VST 1998b

To estimate the distances that people drives between the north, south and west zones, Olle
place in each zone were chosen and the distance between it measured from map in the
Ice1andic 1999 phone book. These places are Borgargarholtssk6li in Grafarvogur (north zone),
Smarinn in the south zone and Laugarvegur v. Hlemm in the west zone. These places are
marked with black dots in Figure 7.
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Table 3: Distances between different destinations in Reykjavik area and the differences
for Option l and Option 3 from Option O. The destinations are marked with rings in
Figure 7
From

To

km

Option O

Borgarholtssk6/i
Borgarholtssk6/i

Smarinn

10,4
11,1

Option I

Borgarho/tssk6/i
Borgarho/tssk6/i

Smarinn
Smannn

Option III

Borgarholtssk61i
Borgarholtssk6/i
Borgarho/tssk6/i

Laugarvegur v.H/emm
Laugarvegur v.H/emm
Laugarvegur v.Hlemm
Laugarvegur v.Hlemm

Difference

10,3
8,6

0,1
2,5

10,0
9,7
9,9*

0,4
1,4
1,2*

* Driving north tbrough Srebraut (same route as in Option I)

The shortening for single trip between Borgarholtssk6li and Smårinn is very little, or only 14% hut the shortening between Borgarholtssk6li and Laugarvegur v. Hlemm is much more or
between Il and 22%. The driven kilometres at the whole will decrease for around 1,892
thousand kilometres in 2003 for Option 1 compared to the same trafik using Option O. The
decrease for Option 3 would be around 1,259 thousand kilometres the same rear. The
difference in 2027 would be 17,647 thousand kilometres between Option 1 and Option Oand

12,056thousandfor Option 3. For the whole period from 2003 until 2027 Option 1 would
save 298 million driven kilometres and 201 million kilometres for Option 3 compared to
Option O.

2.5

CO2Emissions

Emission of CO2 is the only factor in connection with Sundabraut that is having global effects
while most of the other factors are having local effects (except possibly effects on birds). CO2
is greenhouse gas hut increase of it and other greenhouse gases is eausing global warming.
The CO2 emission from two different sources is calculated. One is the emission from the
traffic over some period of time (2003-2027) and the traffic forecast given the different
options described before. The other source is the emission from the construction of
Sundabraut and the transport of materials.
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CO2 Emissions by the Road Traffic

The CO2 emission is calculated using the using the traffic numbers ITomchapter 2.4 and CO2
emission from the vehicles for every kilometre described below. The combination of the
trafik in Reykjavik can been seen in Table 4.

Table 4: The combination ofvehicles in Reykjavik (VerkfradJistofan Vatnaski11998)
Type of vehicle
Gasoline: less than 3.5 tons
Diesel: less than 3.5 tons
Light trucks: 3.5-10 tons
Trucks and buses:10-20 tons
Heavy trucks: more than 20 tons

PercenfaQe
90.5
5.8
1.5
1.0
1.2

The average CO2 emissionby passengercars in Europe today is 186 glkm accordingthe

Commission of the European Communities (CEC) 1998b. The goal of the Commission is that

the averageCO2emissionby new cars will be 120glkm in the year 2005 (2010 at the latest)
(CEC 1998a, CEC 1998b). These numbers are used to calculate the CO2 emission the traffic
of gasoline cars that are lighter than 3.5 tons. There are different scenarios used for the period
between 2005 and 2027. One scenario is that the emission will be the same as in 2005 (120
glkm) and the other is that it will decrease to 100 glkm in 2027. The CO2 emission from other
vehicles than gasoline passengers cars can been seen in Table 5.

Table 5: CO2 emission (g/km) different vehicles Source: Tabies 4.5; 4.6 and 8.27 in AEA
Technology 1998 exceptfor heavy trucks
Type of vehicle
Diesel: less than 3.5 tons
Light trucks: 3.5-10 tons
Trucks and buses: 10-20 tons
Heavy trucks: more than 20 tons
* ;Euel konsumption=1371.6VOA318

gCO 2/km
283
774
794*
2500**
FC used with

Formnla 1. V=speed (50km/h)
** Calculated from Table 6 usingtransport of 20 tonnes and regional distribution

Formula 1:

mass ofCO2 =-44.011 * (mass offuel/(l2.011

+ 1.008 * rHlC))

rH/C= the

ratio of hydrogen to carbon atoms in the fuel (~1.8 forgasoline and ~2.0 for diesel)
(Source: ABA Technology 1998, Ntziachristos et al 1999)
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CO2 Emissions by the Construction Work

The quantity of materials has been discussed earlier in charter 2.3. The data for CO2 emission
from the production of steel (250 gCO2/kg) and concrete (120 gCO2lkg) are taken from Björn
Berge, 1995, For the transport of materials for the land filling data for transporting of goods is
used (Table 6), To simplify the calculations the CO2 emission from the extraction of materials
for the landfill is not ineluded. The meaning of the terms in Table 6 are following. Urban
distribution means trucks with a total weight of 14 tonnes, regional distribution refers to
medium-weight vehieles with a total weight of 24 tonnes and long distance transport refers to
heavy trucks and trailers with a total weight of 40-50 tonnes (Tillman 1995). In the
calculation here medium-weight trucks will be used. The elosest mine for materials in the
land-fillings is in Geldinganes (Stuoull 1997) and the transport distance is around 10 km on an
average (land filling on both side of bridge, distance is estimated by the author). The transport
of asphalt is around 3 km (estimated by the author) and the same method is used to calculate
the emission as with materials for the landfi11.In the production of asphalt is also used around
8 litres of oil for each ton (Guomundsson personal information) and to calculate the emission
from that Formula 1 is used and the amount of oil is multiplied with 0.8 to get approximate
mass,

Table 6: Proposed energy uses and emission factors for truck transport in an LCA.
Precombustion not included. MJ/tonkm and g/tonkm (table 3 page 73 in Tillman 1995)

transport

Regional
distribution

Urban
distribution

0,9
0,085
0,81
0,31
66

1,7
0,16
1,53
0,58
125

2,2
0,21
1,98
0,75
161

0,08
0,09

0,15
0,17

0,2
0,22

Long
distance
Energy
502
NOx
CO
CO2
HC
Partieulates
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Results of CO2emission

2.6.1 Emission from traffic
The CO2 emission ITom the trafik will decrease by 8.1-12.1% if Sundabraut is built,
depending on which option will be chosen. These numbers are only for the expected trafik on
Sundabraut or if the same trafik will use Gullinbru (no other trafik on Gullinbru or
congestion is included). The decrease is more in Option l then in Option 3. The difference
between Sundabraut (Option l and Option 3) and Gullinbru (Option O) decreases however
with the time, ITom 12.1% in 2003 to 11.3% for Option l in 2027 and ITom8.1% in 2003
down to 7.7% in 2027 for Option 3. The reason for these changes with the time is because of
increasing part of the trafik goes between the north and south part instead of north and west
part. If the emission ITom the cars decreases down to 100 gCO2/km the decrease in CO2
emission will be 365 tonnes in 2003 and 2777 tonnes in 2027 with Option l compared to
Option O. The total emission decrease for the whole period is 48,708 tonnes. The difference
between Option l and Option 3 is 4.4% less CO2 emission for Option 1. The difference will
however also decrease with the time, down to 3.9% for the same reason as described above.
The CO2 emission for different options can be seen in Figure 8. If the CO2 emission ITomthe
cars does not decrease after 2005 and stay in 120 gCO2/kmuntil 2027 the decrease for Option
l ITomOption O will be 3,080 tonnes in 2027. The total emission decrease for the whole
period will then be 52,130 tonnes. The difference in percentage is the same as described
earlier. The total CO2 emission for the whole country in 1990 was 2.9 million tonnes (Nordal
1996). The saving of 2,777 tonnes in 2027 for Option l is then only one thousandth of the
yearly based emission in 1990 and even smaller part in total emission in 2027. The total CO2
emission to the atmosphere in Iceland is only 0.0112% of the total man-made CO2emission in
the world (Nordal 1996) so the decrease with the construction of Sundabraut will have no
effects on global scale.
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Figure 8: Difference in CO2 emission from traffic crossing Sundabraut given different
options if the CO2 emission decreases down to 100 glkm in 2027

2.6.2

Emission from the construction

The CO2 emission ITomthe construction can been seen in Table 7. According to this the main
CO2 source in Option 3 is ITomthe land filling but ITomthe construction of the bridge in
Option l, mainly ITom the concrete. The difference between Option l and Option 3 is
however double or triple, depending on witch variation is used (see chapter 2.4).
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Table 7: CO2 emission in tonnes from the construction given different options and different
version on each option. The amount of materials (I'able l) is used and the calculations are
described in chapter 2.5.2

land filling
Concrete
Steel
Asphalt
Total

a

b

2.042
1.130
123
30

1.285
1.130
123
27

3.326

2.566

Option III
c

Option I
d

e

f

2.748
1.130
123
32

1.901
1.130
123
28

1.505
5.154
523
33

229
13.431
1.745
35

229
7.594
2.839
26

4.033

3.182

7.215

15.440

10.687

g

variations a-d are with 170m bridge but variation e is with 680m long bridge. a: road in canal tbrough
Gufuneshöf3i Cape. b: tunnels through Gufuneshömi Cape. c: road on landfiIIs out of Gufunhöf3i Cape. d:
tunnels tbrough Gufuneshöf3i Cape. e: road on landfills out of GufunehöfOi Cape. f: "nonnal bridge". g: "sail
bridge"

The amount of CO2 that comes from the construction of Sundabraut is however going to be
"paid-back" with the decrease in the emission from the trafik because of shorter travelling
distances. It will take from nine to eleven years to save the same amount of CO2 for Option 1
and from flve to nine years for Option 3, depending upon witch variation is used.

2.7

Other fsetors

2.7.1 Noisa pollution
Linuhönnun Ltd, engineering consulting company, has done some pre-estimation on noise
pollution for the years 2008 and 2027 and for the different options for Sundabraut. These
estimations are however only for few critical points in the surrounding of Sundabraut hut not
a full-scale assessment (porsteinsson 1998a). Surveying that where done in 1994 showed that
the variation between measured and calculated sound level was between 0.5 and 2.0 dB(A)
(porsteinsson 1998a). Following in Table 10 are directive valnes from the Ministry for the
Environment (Hollustuvernd rikisins 1999) for equivalent sound level (14 hours average
sound level) from road trafik within living and industry areas. The allowed sound level is not
the same on east and west side of Kleppsvik Creek where the construction of Sundabraut
would mean changes on thoroughfare in old inhabited area on the west side hut the east side is
new intrastructure (see variation I in Table 10). This means that allowed sound level is 30
dB(A) on the east side hut 40 dB(A) on the west side (indoor valnes for living areas). The
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outdoor values for living areas are 55dB (A) on the east side (preferable value is 45 dB(A))
and 65 dB(A) on the west side.

Table 8: Paradigmatic values and preferable values for traffic noise, equivalent sound
level in dB(A} for 24 hours (preferable value in parenthesis) (Hollustuvernd rikisins
1999)
Variations I)
New inf!:.astnlcture

I

Il

Living areas

30

40 30

Classroom and dispensary

30

35 30

Low noise working areas

40

50 40

Living areas

55 (45)

65 70/55**

Classroom and dispensary

55 (45)

60 70

Area for outdoor life in
urban area

55 (45)

65

Summerhouses

45 (40)

65 70

lndoor (closed wintlows):

Ou/side ofwindow*:

,

Ou/door:

*Outside ofwindow means "outside ofwall on groundjloor and outside ofopen window"
** 70/55 means that the paradigmatic value 55 dB(A) outside of open window have to be
fulfilled for at least half of the living area in each apartment, In other cases it is al/owed to
have sound level up to 70 dB(A).
1) Variations:
I Signijicantly changes on thoroughfare in old inhabited area.
11New buildings in old inhabited area or replacement of older buildings.

The noise effects are believed to be the same on the east side of Kleppsvik Creek
(I>orsteinsson1998a) where the only difference between Option l and III is where the road
connects to the bridge (Figure 9 and Figure 10). Option l is however little bit better on the
east side because of more distance from the west part of the inhabitation in Grafarvogur. The
main differences between Option l and Option 3 is on the west side of Kleppsvik Creek
where the connection is in different places (I>orsteinsson1998a).
The sound level is estimated for two points at the west side of Option l and the location can
be seen in Figure 9 (points I-l and 1-2).Point I-l is apartment house with eight floors. Point 12 is hospital. The allowed sound level in point 1-2 is lower than in point I-l or 60 dB(A) (see
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Table 8). The sound level for Option 3 was estimated for seven points in four areas as can be
seen in Figure 10. One point (number 1) is on the west side but the rest is on the east side. All
points shown in Figure 10, except point 1 and 2-1, shows the sound level for both Option 1
and Option 3.

Figure 9: Overview picture of Option 1. Traific (cars/24 hours) is in the yellow squares,
2008 is ab ove and 2027 is below. The two point s usedfor the estimation are marked I-l
and 1-2 (white squares). Source: Porsteinsson 1998a.
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Figure 10: Overview picture of Option 3. The sound level was calculated in four areas,
(marked 1-4), total 7points (white squares). Source: Porsteinsson 1998a

The results from the calculations ofthe sound level can be seen in Table 9 and Table 10.

Table 9: Results for points I-l and 1-2 (see Figure 9) for the years 2008 and 2027. Point
I-l is with and without sound protection. Source: Porsteinsson 1998a.

Point 1-2

Point 1-1
Without sound protecion

With 5.3 ro wall

Without sound protecion

1.5 m

20 m

1.5 m

20 m

1,5 m

8,0 m

2008

67 dB(A)

62 dB(A)

70 dB(A)

66 dB(A)
69 dB(A)

48 dB(A)

2027

51 dB(A)

65 dB(A)

49 dB(A)
53 dB(A)

49 dB(A)
53 dB(A)

The sound level in point I-l is already over the limit of 65 dB(A) in the year 2008 (Table 9).
To be under the limit in 20 metres high above ground (top floor) in the year 2027 there is a
need for 5.3 metres high wall between the road and the house. The sound level in point 1-2 is
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under the limit of 60 dB(A) in both 1,5 and 8 metres above ground for the years 2008 and
2027(Table 9).

Table 10: Results from the points around Option 3 (see Figure 10) for the years 2008 and

2027, both without sound protection and with two metres high noise protection. The
values that are above the preferable value are bold. Source: Porsteinsson 1998a.
Equivalent sound leve I dB(A)
Without sound protection
With sound protection
Paradigmatic

Point nr.

value

2008

2027

2008

2027

1
2-1
2-11
3-1
3-11
4-1
4-11
5-1

65
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

61
48
55
57
61
63
59
54

62
51
60
60
63
66
61
58

58
38*
51
51
54
55
54
51

60
41*
54
53
56
61
56
54

* It is

estimated that rock between the road and the houses

will give 100% sound protection

The sound level for point l is calculated without noise protection that already exist so the
values are probably lower than are shown Table 10 hut it is still under the limit of 65 dB(A)
that is for significantly changes on thoroughfare in old inhabited area (see Table 8). There is
25 metres high rock between the road and the houses in point 2-1. The road goes into 500
metres long tunnel in these calculations and that and the rock is the reason for the low values
for point 2-1 in Table 10. This is the only point where the noise leve! is under the suggested
value of 45 dB(A). The sound level in points 3-II and 4-II is very elose to the limit or 56
dB(A) when the limit is 55 dB(A) hut that is within the variation between the calculated and
the measured sound leve!. The only point where the sound level is really higher than the
paradigmatic level is 4-1 (see Table 10). It is possible to change this with higher noise
protection (porsteinsson 1998a)

2.7.2

Air pollution

There is not much known about air pollution tfom the trafik on Sundabraut except that the
pollution is more when the road lies more northwards like Option l (Borgarverkftreoingurinn
i Reykjavik & Vegageroin 1997). Linuhännun Ltd. Engineering company has done SOfie
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calculations for the amount of CO and NOz in two areas, on the east side of Kleppsvik Creek
trom Gufunes to Geldinganes (same road line and trafik for both options, see chapter 2.7.1)
and on Srebraut eloge to Lauganes for Option l and Option 3 separately. The NOz was
calculated for one hour and CO for 8 hours. There is unfortunately no data for the air
pollution on the west side of Kleppsvik Creek where Sundabraut connects to Srebraut and
where the most trafik will be. Nordie Computer program called AlG/S Will (Avgashalter I
Gaturummet) was used for the calculations (I>orsteinsson1998b).

Table Il shows guidelines trom the Ministry for the Environment (1994) for the allowed
quantity of air polluting chemicals in the air in Iceland. The boundary for month and rear is
the average va1uebut the measured value has to be lower than that. Winter is trom the l st of
October until the 31stof March..The boundary for 24 hours or shorter time has to be under the
limit in the guidelines in 98% of the rear.

Table 11.. Guidelines for maximum quantity of chemicals in the air (Umhverfisriu:'Juneyno
1994). The valnes used in the calculanons are with bold letters.

Chemicals Time guidelines
SOl

24 hours
Year and winter
One

NOz

24 hours

Aerosol « 10 Pg)
Non-water solvable dust
Lead

Ozone (O 3)

"

"

"--,,-,,.-

"",,

110 J,1g/m
3
75 f,.t.g/m
3
30 f,.t.g/m

3
20 mg/m
3

One hour
8

50 f,.t.g/m3
3
30 f,.t.g/m
3

hour

Year andwinter
CO

Boundary

hours

6 mg/m

3

24 hours

130 f,.t.g/m

Year and winter

40 f,.t.g/m3

One month

10 f..l9/m3

Year and winter

0,4 f,.t.g/m

One hour

120 f..l9/m3

8 hours

90 f..l9/m3

24 hours

65 f,.t.g/m

3

3
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The results ITomthe calculations for CO and NOz emission ITomthe trafik can be seen in
Table 12 and Table 13.

Table 12: The amount of NO2 and CO in Srebraut/Lauganes for Option l and Option 3
separate ly. CO is eight hours value and NO2 is one-hour value. Maximum value is from
the guide lines in Table Il (hold letters)
Option I

Option III
2027

2008
CO
mg/m

CO

NO2
3

3

2008
3

Jlg/m

mg/m

1,4
0,6

19
38

1,7
0,6

24
38

Tota/

2

57

2,3

Maximum value

6

110

6

Emission from traffic
Background value

CO

NO2
3

mg/m

2027
NO2

3

3

CO

NO2
3

3

Jlg/m

mg/m

1,3
0,6

18
38

1,5
0,6

21
38

62

1,9

56

2,1

59

110

6

110

6

110

Jlg/m

Jlg/m

Table 13: The amount ofNO2 and CO in Gufimes-Geldinganes for Option l and Option 3
together. CO is eight hours value and NO2 is one-hour value. Maximum value is from the
guidelines in Table Il (hold letters)
Option I and III
2008
2027
CO
mg/m

NO2
3

3

CO

NO2
3

3

Jlg/m

mg/m

1,1
0,6

15
38

1,9
0,6

26
38

Tota/

2

53

2,5

64

Maximum value

6

110

6

110

Emission from traffic
Background value

Jlg/m

This shows that the amount of CO and NOz is weIl under the limit in both 2008 and 2027 in
both places. The values are little bit lower for Option 3 than Option 1 in Srebraut/Lauganes
hut there is need for calculations in other places to see if there is SOfie significant different
between the options. The computer-program used for the calculations is however little bit
limited because it can only calculate until the year 2005. To find the values for 2027 the
trafik numbers for that year where put in the program for the year 2005. This means that the
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values for 2027 are probably overestimated because ofbetter cars and more cars with catalytic
converter so the real values should be little bit lower (porsteinsson 1998b).

The calculations above are only for N02 and CO hut not for other pollution like aerosol, lead,
S02 and ozone. These factors are mentioned in the Environmental Impact Assessment done
for the broadening of Gullinbru Bridge in Grafarvogur (Verkftreoistofan Vatnaskil1998) hut
there are no direct calculations. The estimation for air-pollution because of Gullinbru Bridge
in the EIA is done for the rear 2018 and trafik of around 35 thousand cars in 24 hours

(chapter1.1).The valuesfor GullinbruBridgeare littlebit lowerthan for Sundabrautin 2027
when the traffic is expected to be around 40 thousand cars/24 hours (see chapter 2.4). The
traffic on Grafarvogur Bridge in 2018 is 87.5% of the traffic on Sundabraut in 2027. The
aerosol is estimated to be less than 10 ~g/nf for one rear and Lessthan 30 ~g/m3 in 24 hours
on Gullinbru Bridge (Verkftreöistofan Vatnaskil 1998). Using the ratio between the traffic on
Gullinbru Bridge and Sundabraut makes this is equal to 11,35 ~g/m3 in Ollerear and 33,75
~g/m3 in 24 hours. This is weil below the limits in Table 11. Measurements done on pollution
in Reykjavik shows that S02 is more than eight times lower than N02 in one rear. The same
measurements show that S02 is more than flve times lower than N02 in 24 hours. The limit is
the same for S02 and NO2 for Ollerear hut the limit for S02 is 33% lower than the limit for
N02 in 24 hours (Verkftreoistofan VatnaskiI1998). This and the results in Table 12 and Table
13 imply that the amount of S02 is much lower than the limit is. Lead has been decreasing in
the last years and there is no reason thought to be afraid of it to Teachthe limit on Gullinbru
Bridge (Verkftreöistofan VatnaskiI1998).
Air

pollution

has

been

measured

almost

constantly

on

the

crossroad

of

Miklabraut/Grensasvegur for some years. N02 was 14 times above the limit in 1997 hut 16

timesin 1996.COwas once above the limitfor Ollehourhut neverfor the eight hourslimit in
1997. It never reached the limit for Ollehour in 1996 hut it was 10 times above the eight hours
limit. Ozone was 36 times above the eight hours limit in 1997 hut 14 times in 1996. It was 54
times above the 24 hours limit in 1997 hut 34 times in 1996. Aerosols reached the limit twice
in 1997 hut never in 1996. Other pollution never reached the limit (Benjaminsson 1999). The
traffic on this crossroad is around 60 thousand cars in 24 hours in 1997 or 50% more traffic
than expected on Sundabraut in 2027.
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The air pollution is low according to the calculations for Sundabraut and the estimations for
Gullinbru Bridge. Data for the west side of Sundabraut where it connects to Srebraut is
however missing hut it is not very likely that the amount of N02 and S02 reaches the limit
there because of how much lower it is in the other areas. Using the data ffom Gullinbru
Bridge does not give correct picture of other air pollution because of different trafik and
SOfie differences in weather (Grafarvogur Bridge is more closed for SOfie wind directions).
This should however give SOfierough picture and it shows that the pollution is well under the
limit. The measurements ffom Miklabraut/Grensasvegur show that the pollution is above the
limit several times over the year. The traffic there is however much more there than on
Sundabraut and the air pollution is more when there is still and cold weather (the measured
pollution that was above the limit was all measured ffom January until May). With better
engines and other fuel for cars the pollution will decrease in the future.

2.7.3 Pollution due to studded tyres
Use of studded tyres in the wintertime is causing attrition in the asphalt on the roads. Changes
in the temperature and lise of salt for de-icing increases the attrition. In Reykjavik the lise of
studded tyres is estimated to wear down fifteen thousand tonnes of asphalt every year
(I>orsteinssonpers. inf). This is equal to around 40 tonnes on every day the whole year. The
Swedish Road and Transport Research Institute estimates that studded tyres wear down
between 22 and 36 grams of asphalt for every driven kilometre hut the average is 26 g/km
(Carlsson et al 1995). The wearing is causing increased number of particles in the air,
depending upon the conditions (more particles when the roads are clean of snow and dry).
The particles can affect human health, depending upon the amount of it and its chemical
contents. The particles can contain different heavy metals and it can also bind S02 that can
cause SOfie health problem (Carlsson et al 1995). The particles that does not go into the air
ends up in the surrounding soil or are washed down with stormwater.

The period when lise of studded tyres is allowed in Iceland is around seven months (October April). The Swedish Road Department (Vägverket) estimates that 71% cars in the winter
1993-1994 had studded tyres and that 17% of them had lightweight studs so the wearing is 24
g/km (Carlsson et al 1995). Estimating that 65% cars has studded tyres today and using the
trafik numbers ffom chapter 2.4 the wearing will be as shown in Table 14. The difference
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between the options is largest 12.1% ftom Option Oin 2003 hut the decreased wearing is only
0.1% ftom the whole wearing of asphalt in Reykjavik today (10 thousand tonnes).

Table 14: The wearing of asphalt (tonnes/year) because of traffic to and from
Grafarvogur area and the difference between the options (0/6)if 65% Gayshave studded
tyres 7 months per year
Year

# of cars
4000

2003
2008
2027

18000
40000

Option I Option III Option O
123
129
140
557
583
634
1246

1292

Difference between options (%)
IvsO
III
vs O
Ivs III
11,9
11,8
11,1

1401

8,1
8,1
7,8

4,1
4,1

3,6

Studded tyres also increase wear on road marking and diTtspray on road signs increasing the
cost of maintenance. Vehicle washing also requires more use of strong agents when studded
tyres are used. The amount of petroleum-based solvents, attributable to studded tyres in
Sweden in 1993-1994 was between 1,500 and 3,000 tonnes (Carlsson et al 1995).

Banning studded tyres is expected to increase number of accidents on icy/snowy roads just
over 20%. Additional to this are indirect accident effects such as lower wet ftiction on
pavements since the studs no longer create a coarse surface texture and no wheeltracks. The
number of people in Sweden killed in trafik accidents is expected to increase less than 20
persons per year if studded tyres are banned (Carlsson et al 1995).

Table 15: The wearing of asphalt (tonnes/year) because of traffic to and from
Grafarvogur area if 65% Gayshave light-studded tyres 7 months per year
Year
2003
2008
2027

Use

# ofcars Option I Option III Option

4000
18000
40000

oflight-studded

down

to Il g/km.

57
255
571

59
266
592

tyres in stead of the normal

O

64
290
642

steel studs decreases the wearing

54.2%

or

This will also decrease the maintenance of road marking and road signs and

use ofpetroleum-based solvents for ear wash around 50% (Carlsson et al 1995). The wearing
because of the traffic to and ftom Grafarvogur using Sundabraut 65% of the total number of
cars are light-studded tyres can be seen in Table
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2.7.4 Visual impacts
Option 1 is eloser to the opening of Kleppsvik Creek and it needs to be 50 metres high
because of the Sundahöfn harbour. This means that the bridge will be very visible from
Reykjavik and eye-catching with the sea and mountain Esja in the background. There will
always be some dislike among the people because of how eye-catching the bridge would be.
The design is therefore very important and it is thought to be necessary to have the bridge
special so it can be some symbol for Reykjavik (Vegageroin & Borgarverkfrreoingurinn i
Reykjavik 1998) [ifwe destroy it then destroy it with style].
Option 3 is lower and elose to the bottom of Kleppsvik Creek. This means that the road and
the bridge will not be as eye-catching because it falls more into the surrounding landscape.
How big part of the crossing of Kleppsvik Creek is made of landfills and how long part is

bridgemightalsohave somethingto sar.

2.7.5 Effects on business activity in the area
Option 1 will have little effects on the business activity in the area. The bridge could however
have some small effects on Sundahöfn harbour because it makes the seaway tighter but is
should not limit the size of the ships that uses the harbour from what it is today. It is necessary
to have some crash protection for the bridge (Vegageroin & Borgarverkfrreoingurinn i
Reykjavik 1998). Option 3 is however going to affect the business activity more. This is
especially for some industry inside of the bridge, on the east side. Some of this industry is
depended upon sea-transport of materials and the bridge would affect that. It might be
possible to solve that problem for some of the variations talked about but more likely is that
there would be need to move this industry, witch is costly (Vegageroin &
Borgarverkfrreoingurinn i Reykjavik 1998). This would on the other hand make some space
for new settlement that is centrally located and in good place regarding to weather. This
would be valuable land and could counterweight the cost of the movement of the companies
from the area.
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2.8 Biking and walking
One way of moving towards more sustainable way of living is use of sustainable transport like
biking and walking. Biking and walking has to be taken into consideration in the designing of
the road and the bridge. The tunnel option is of no use for these way of transport where there
is pollution problem there (takes longer time to go through it). There are also SOfieproblems
with Option 1 and Option 3. Option 1 is very high (50 metres) and with steep slopes that are
not biking ftiendly. The high of the bridge and where it situated means more wind on it that is
not good for walking and biking. Option 3 is better option for these ways of transport. The
east end of Kleppsvik creek could however be SOfie problem where it comes to cape
Gufuneshöföi especially the variation where the road goes in tunnel through the cape for the
same reasons and described earlier. The variations where the road goes on landfills out of
Gufimes cape and where it goes in canal through the cape are better ITomthat point of view. It
is possible that there is a need for wall for noise protection on the east side of Kleppsvik in
Option 3, according to I>orsteinsson(1999), even if the noise calculation shows thai the noise
should be under the limit. Wall like that would atfect both walking and biking persons where
it will increase the noise because of reflex:ITomthe wall. Wall like that could also make it
difficult to get snow away in the wintertime so it could block the way for walking and biking
people. Canal through cape Gufuneshöföi in Option 3 would have similar problem hut it
depends upon how wide the canal is. The need for wall for sound protection on the west side
in Option 1 would have similar etfects except thai it might be possible to have bikinglwalking
track on the other side of the wall, witch is not easy on the bridge. Gullinbru Bridge (Option
O) is much lower than the land on both side of Grafarvogur bay so the way is very steep on
both side of the bridge (there is unfortunately no data about how steep), having similar
problem as Option 1 except the wind etfects.
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Monitoring the area for future changes

Apart from direct measuring on factors like air and water pollution it is possible to monitor
changes because of the construction and lise of Sundabraut using biological indicators.
Knowledge about the state of the indicators before the construction is needed to make that
possible hut it is in some cases possible to see if there is some pollution from the species
combination and even what kind of pollution.
The benthic life is not a good indicator to monitor changes in the future as described earlier.
The salmon is relatively easy to monitor hut the big range of natural fluctuation makes it a bad
indicator. The life in the mudflat of Grafarvogur Bay has a high number of individuals and
species and the species combination can give some ideas about changes. There is however
lack of data from the time before the construction of Gullinbru Bridge so it is difficult to see
what the reason for possible changes is. The vegetation in Cape Gufuneshöföi is however not
atTectedyet so it is possible to lise the combination of species and the vegetation cover as an
indicator if the road goes through there. The Mews in Kleppsvik Creek are likely to disappear
with the sewage so Sundabraut will not atTectthem. There is good data available for the hirds
in Grafarvogur Bay and it is easy to monitor them. It makes them an easy indicator hut it
could be difficult to recognise the reason for possible changes because of build-up in the area
and because of Gullinbru Bridge.
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Summation and comparison of the options

Summation of the impacts ITomdifferent options for Sundabraut is in Table 1 where current
state is used as a comparison, that is Option Oas it is today.

Table 16: The changes that each option can cause
Option I Option III Option O
Ecologicalfaetors
Birds and mudflats

-

-(-)

O

O
-(-)?

O

--

(-)
O
O

O

-

O

-

--

O

(-)

--

O

-(-)

O
O

CO 2 Emission from construction

---

Traffic
Shoffer travelling distances (total)
Connection N-W
Connection N-S

+
++
+

+
+
++

Pollution from traffic
CO2 Emission

+

+

O(?)

O(?)

Benthiclife
Salmon
Vegetation

-(?)

Non-bio/ogicalfactors
Nature Conservation registered areas
Material use in construction
Landfi//ing

--

Concrete
Steel

Air pollution
Noise pollution

Pollutioncaused by studded tyres
Visual impacts
Total Total +

-*
-

-

O

O
O
O
O

-*

-

(O)

--

-

O

13 (1)
5

15 (3)
5

4 (1)
O

-.

-

+ is positive effects; is negative effects; Ois no effects; parenthesis means
that effects are not fully known: * easv to decrease the effects

4.1

Option 1

Option 1 is not very likely to affect biological factors. Of the biological factors talked about in
chapter 2.1 it is most likely to affects the salmon in Ellioaar River. It is most likely that
landfills could have some effects on the migration hut because of little landfill in this option
this factor is probably low. There is however little known about the migration and it needs to
- --
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be observed before starting the constructions. The timing of the constructions is also
important as described in charter 2.1.3. Effects on the mudflats and the birds are very little
where there are little landfills in this option that can affect the sea currents. There is no
unspoiled natural vegetation where the road line is in Option 1 where the area on the west side
ofKleppsvik Creek is already built-up and the road line on the east side is on old landfiiI. The
only Natural Conservation Registered Area that could be affected is Grafarvogur Bay if the
sea currents are changed in some way.
There is a big difference in the amount of materials needed for the two variations in Option 1.
The "normal bridge" needs almost twice as much concrete than the "sail bridge". The amount
of steel needed is however almost twice as much in the "sail bridge" than in the "normal
bridge". The amount of landfill materials and asphalt is however similar for both variations
(see Table 1). The CO2 emission ITomthe constructions is around 10 thousand tonnes for the
"sail bridge" but around 15 thousand tonnes for the "normal bridge" or 50% more. The
difference is mainly because of different amount of concrete (see Table 7).

The shortening of travelling distances is 2.5 kilometres ITom Grafarvogur area to the old
centre in Reykjavik city but only 0.1 kilometre ITomGrafarvogur area to Smärinn. Option 1
will decrease driven kilometres by 12.1% in 2003 but 11.3% in 2027. This option connects
Grafarvogur area to the old centre in Reykjavik but not as weIl to Kringlan and Smannn. The
trafik from this option will also be together with the traffic from Sundahöfn harbour that
increases the traffic where Sundabraut connects to Srebraut. This option serves more as an
east-west connection than north-south.

The CO2 emission ITomthe traffic will decrease in the same way as driven kilometres or
12.1% in 2003 but 11.3% in 2027. The calculations for air pollution shows that it should be
weIl below the limit. The sound level is above the limit on both sides of Kleppsvik Creek but
it is possible to change that with sound shades, The connection to Srebraut is however more
difficult than the rest of Sundabraut because of how high the sound shade needs to be, or 5.3
metres, and little space for it. The rest of the road is on more oren area and it is easier to build
sound shades and/or adjust the road line.
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Option 3

Option 3 is more likely to affect the biological factors than Option 1 is. It is however much
depended upon how long the landfills are when crossing Kleppsvik Creek. The road line is
eloge to the outlet of Elliöaår River and the landfills could affect the migration of the salmon.
There is however little known about the migration and it needs to be observed before starting
the constructions. The timing of the constructions is also important as described in chapter
2.1.3. Landfills could also affect the sea currents and therefore the mudflat in Grafarvogur
Bay and the hirds there. The effect on vegetation depends upon the variation chosen. The
biggest effect on the vegetation is the variation with tunnel through GufuneshöfOi Cape.
Tunnel through the cape would have less effect and if the road is on landfill out of the cape
the effect are non. Both Grafarvogur Bay and GufuneshöfOi Cape are Natural Conservation
Registered Areas. GufuneshöfOi Cape is the only area with natural vegetation that could be
affected.

The biggest different between the variations in Options ID is between 680 metres long and
170 metres long bridge. The 680 metres long needs more than 4 times the amount of steel and
concrete needed if the bridge is 710 metres long. The landfill needed is between one and two
million tonnes, depending upon witch variation is used. The most landfill needed is in the
variation where the road goes on landfills out of GufuneshöfOiCape. CO2 emission ITomthe
construction is ITom2,566 tonnes to 7215 tonnes (see Table 7).

The travelling distance between Grafarvogur area and the old centre in Reykjavik will be 1.21.4 kilometres shorter with Option 3 hut the distance between Grafarvogur area and Smårinn
will be 0.4 kilometres shorter. The total decrease in driven kilometres ITomOption O is 8.1%
in 2003 and 7.7% in 2027. The connection to Kringlan and Smårinn is good with this option
hut not as good to the old centre in Reykjavik. This option is good north-south connection hut
also as an east-west connection through Miklabraut.

The CO2 emission ITomthe trafik will decrease in the same war as driven kilometres or 8.1%
in 2003 hut 7.7% in 2027. The calculations for air pollution shows that it should be weIl
below the limit. The sound level is above the limit on east side of Kleppsvik Creek hut it is
possible to change that with sound shades. The road on the east side is on open area and it is
easy to build sound shades and/or adjust the road line.
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5 Continuing of Sundabraut
As gajd earlier this is only the first part of Sundabraut that is looked at here. The future idea is
that the road goes to Geldinganes, ITom there to AIfsnes, crossing Leiruvogur Bay (see
number 6 in Figure 2 and Figure 3). As gajd earlier it is planned to build up habitat and
industry area in Geldinganes and that is Olleof the reasons for Sundabraut. In the Master plan
for Reykjavik city 1996-2016 is harbour in Eiösvik, between Geldinganes and Grafarvogur
area (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). Today it is expected that the existing harbours and enlarge of
Sundahöfn harbour will fulfil the need for harbours that serves Reykjavik area for some time.
In draft for zone-plan for Reykjavik area (1999) the present harbours are expected to be
enough for the next 50 years but Eiösvik will probably be reserved for as a harbour area for
some time. If the harbour will be built in Eiösvik it will increase trafik of heavier vehicles on
Sundabraut.

The connection between Geldinganes and AIfsnes is depended upon where the future built-up
will be in Reykjavik area. There is now cooperation commission working on the zone-plan for
the whole Reykjavik area. This commission has made a draft for the planing and there are
mainly three main ideas of how to plan the area. Olle is to have the main built up areas in the
south, another is to have the built up toward north and the third idea is to tighten the existing
settlements. Sundabraut between Geldinganes and AIfsnes is only necessary if the built up is
toward north (nesplanners 1999). To build Sundabraut all the way to AIfsnes would however
shorten the distance to the north part of Iceland for some kilometres and it is the opinion of
many people think that is enough reason to build the road.

6 Conclusions
There is need for build up of settlement in Grafarvogur area and Geldinganes in the future.
The existing road connections to this area is not going to be enough to serve the growing
trafik that will be concurrent to the build up. Therefore is a need for same other roads than

the two that are already there. Sundabrautwill solve this problem, at least until 2027
compared to the traffic forecast. The two options that have been discussed here have both
negative and positive impacts. Option 1 is less likely to affect the ecology of the area while
Option 3 is more likely to do that. The effects on the ecology fi-omOption 3 can however be
decreased if smaller part of the crossing over Kleppsvik Creek is made of landfill but longer
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bridge instead. The timing of the construction is also important for the salmon in Elliöaår
River. Option 3 is probably better regarding to connection between Grafarvogur and other
areas. This option is north-south connection and these are the areas where the growth in
settlements and working areas is going to be. This option gives also much better connection to
service areas in Kringlan and Smårinn while Option 1 gives better connection to the old
centre. Option 1 decreases the travelling distances more than Option 3 according to the
calculations here. Having better numbers about the destination of people travelling to and
from Grafarvogur are would however give better idea of how much these options decreases
the travelling distances and if there is any significant difference between them. Air pollution
should be under the limit according to the calculations hut the experience from the crossroad
of Miklabraut/Grensasvegur shows that the pollution can reach the limit hut this often
depends upon the weather condition. Pollution due to use of studded tyres could however be
significant in the surrounding hut it is also likely that use of studded tyres is going to
decrease. The noise level is above the limit for both options hut it is relatively easy to change
that with noise protection in most cages.

Building new roads often leads to increased trafik in the area where the capacity for number
of cars to and from the area is increased. Sundabraut will shorten the travelling distances from
what it is now. It is however going to favour the use of private cars on the cost of more
sustainable transport because of the better connection. The reduction of CO2 emission with
the building of Sundabraut is very little and not enough reason to justify the construction. It is
not excluded that the road can affect the life in the area. The salmon in Elliöaår River and the
mudflats in Grafarvogur Bay are the must sensitive factors.
The trafiic is likely to be underestimated, especially in the first years after building
Sundabraut where the trafik models shows that only four thousand cars of 35 thousand will
use Sundabraut instead of Gullinbru Bridge. This number is very low and it is likely that it
will be higher in the reality. The increase in traffic because of this better connection to the
area is missing in the traffic forecast used here leading to more underestirnation of the total
trafik. The difference from Option O is not very much and it could be zero if this traffic is
included. If the road continues to Ålfsnes as planned the traffic will still increase, not only
because of the inhabitants in the area hut also because of traffic going out of Reykjavik
towards north where this would shorten the way. The area could grow faster than expected
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where the movement of people to Reykjavik area from the countryside is very difficult to
predict.
There is also need for strong public transport and increase lise of sustainable transport such as
biking and walking. Settlements that are spread out, like Reykjavik area is, are not very
friendly for these transports and the ever-changing Icelandic weather does not make it better.
It is therefore is a need to tighten the settlement in Reykjavik area and strengthen the public
transport and to implement some war to decrease the lise of private cars for example with
some sort of taxation. Equal distribution of jobs so people do not have to go as long war to
work is also important.
There is unfortunately nothing about the effects from tunnel through GufuneshötOiCape here
because of lack of data. It would also be good to have something about the option of making
tunnel under Kleppsvik to compare to the other options. The tunnel would however mostly be
connection between Grafarvogur area and the old centre because of where the opening would
be on the west side ofKleppsvik Creek.
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